Mechanism of the coupling of diazonium to single-walled carbon nanotubes and its consequences.
On the tube: The coupling of diazonium ions onto single-walled carbon nanotubes is shown to proceed through a radical chain reaction by kinetic analysis of the absorption peak drop (see picture). Radical species are also revealed by ESR. Metallic (m) nanotubes play a special catalytic role in the functionalization of semiconducting (sc) nanotubes.Due to its simplicity and versatility, diazonium coupling is the most widely used method for carbon nanotube (CNT) functionalization to increase CNT processability and add new functionalities. Yet, its mechanism is so far mostly unknown. Herein, we use kinetic analysis to shed light on this complex mechanism. A free-radical chain reaction is revealed by absorption spectroscopy and ESR. Metallic CNTs are shown to play an unexpected catalytic role. The step determining the selectivity towards metallic CNTs is identified by a Hammett correlation. A mechanistic model is proposed that predicts reactivity and selectivity as a function of diazonium electrophilicity and metallic-to-semiconducting CNT ratio, thus opening perspectives of controlled high-yield functionalization and purification.